COOLSCULPTING Non-Invasive Fat-Reduction in Utah
labelleviemedicalcare.com/wrinkles

At La Belle Vie Medical Care & Aesthetics in Utah, we offer a wide range of cosmetic
injectables and fillers to take care of wrinkles. These little miracles do the work of lifting
and smoothing the lines that Mother Nature and Father Time have created. Our
professional, trained and experienced staff are experts in the art of natural looking
enhancements. We won’t leave you over-plumped or frozen-faced. With our delicate touch,
people won’t realize you have had anything done… they will just think you look super fresh
and wonder how you’ve managed to stay looking so young! Prepare for your friends to be
jealous… and call now to get started!
We offer fantastic monthly special offers and affordable financing.
Request Free Consultation

Dermal Filler in Cheeks and Around Mouth Before and After
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Say Goodbye to Wrinkles with the Right Dermal Filler from La
Belle Vie
La Belle Vie offers a wide range of cosmetic injectables and fillers to help lift and smooth
lines of the face. Whatever your particular needs, we can recommend the filler that’s right
for you.

Botox
Botox is one of the most effective treatments there is for fine lines and wrinkles. Botox
treatments last anywhere from four to six months, with results appearing in a little as three
days. Botox is an injectable treatment that blocks signals from the nerves to the muscles.
Typically, Botox is used to treat the forehead, crows’ feet, and the ‘11’s’ between the
eyebrows.
Botox can take years off the face. After treatment, you can expect to look less tired and
younger. It is an easy, quick, effective procedure which provides immediate results. It takes
just minutes to administer and is not painful at all—you will feel just a quick needle prick
and that’s all. Plus, there is no downtime with Botox; you can go about your day right after
treatment.

Juvéderm®
Juvederm is another cosmetic filler that is used to restore contours of the face and help
reduce the signs of aging. It is generally used on the cheeks, lips, and lines from the nose
to the mouth. Today it is also used on the backs of hands to help make veins less
noticeable.
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The entire procedure will take anywhere from 15 to 60 minutes, and results are noticeable
immediately after the procedure and will last for one to two years.
Juvederm works by adding volume to the facial tissue through its active
ingredient, hyaluronic acid. Hyaluronic acid is a natural substance found in the human
body. It stimulates the production of the connective tissue that plumps the skin (collagen).
As you get older, the production of hyaluronic acid and collagen decreases. This increases
the appearance of sagging and wrinkling of the facial skin.
During the procedure, your doctor, physician assistant, or nurse typically uses a pen to
mark the areas to be treated. Your doctor will then inject Juvederm into the target area.
They will also lightly massage the area to ensure an even distribution and reduce the
chance of swelling. The entire procedure usually takes between 15 and 60 minutes,
depending on the area treated.

Dysport
Dysport is another injectable that works to treat moderate to severe frown lines between
the eyebrows. It reduces muscle activity similar to the way Botox does. One injection will be
put into each of the five points between and above your eyebrows to temporarily prevent
the muscle contractions that cause frown lines.
The results can be seen in just two or three days, and last up to four months. There is little
to no downtime with Dysport.

Xeomin
Xeomin is a treatment for moderate to severe frown lines between the eyebrows. It is
similar to Botox in that it is made from the bacteria that causes botulism and it blocks nerve
activity in the muscles which will cause temporary reduction of muscle activity wherever it
is injected.
It is used to treat frown lines, crow’s feet, and forehead wrinkles. Results can be seen in
just a few days, and last anywhere from three to four months.

Voluma
Voluma is a filler which is injected deep under the skin to provide volume, lift and contour to
the cheeks, cheekbones, and jaw line. Voluma is a thick hyaluronic-based gel that will refill
areas of the face that aging has deflated. Voluma offers immediate results which can last
for up to two years.
Voluma is already premixed with lidocaine to help numb the area, so you won’t feel any
pain. The injection is done with a very fine needle, so you may feel a slight pinch when
injected.

Restylane
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Restylane is used to add volume and fullness to the skin. It can help correct moderate to
severe facial wrinkles and folds and is often used to fill the lines from your nose to the
corners of your mouth. It can also be used as a lip enhancement. It is injected into the area
you’d like treated, so you may feel some discomfort when the needle is
injected. Restylane will generally take effect immediately and last for six to nine months.

Radiesse
Radiesse is another injectable filler which is used to fill deep facial wrinkles or
folds. Radiesse works because it improves the skin’s structure from the inside. It stimulates
the body’s collagen production, helping add volume, strength, and flexibility to the skin.
When the skin’s collagen is restored, it will improve the appearance of lines and wrinkles.
Radiesse smooths lines and fills deep wrinkles around the mouth and nose. It can also
smooth lines on your forehead and reduce the appearance of indented scars and other skin
depressions.
The procedure takes about 30 minutes and there is no downtime. You’ll see results
immediately, and they will last anywhere from 9 to 15 months.

Belotero
Belotero® has a range of fillers that work to smooth and fill wrinkles and lips, restore facial
volume, and even rehydrate your skin. Belotero® fillers contain lidocaine, so the process is
not painful.
Once Belotero is injected, it immediately binds with the water in your skin to help fill in
wrinkles and lines. You can see the results immediately, and they will last for up to six
months.
Belotero is used to fill the lines from the side of the nose to the edge of the mouth, fine
lines, and the hollows under the eyes.
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